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The theme of this issue of Priscilla Papers 

is Bible Translation. We featured this same 
theme four years ago, in the spring of 2015, 

but it is an important topic and worthy of 
considerable attention. 

The opening article is appropriately 
titled, "The Power ofBible Translation." Author Aloo Mojola 
draws on his extensive experience as a Bible translator in 
eastern Africa. He offers insightful perspectives on the nature 
of Bible translation, including discussions of grammatical 
gender and the challenge of translating references to God. 

The second article moves from the broad topic of Bible 
translation to a particular detail of the biblical text, Junia's 
name and her description as "outstanding among the 
apostles," found in Romans 167. Most readers of Priscilla 
Papers will be familiar with debates about Junia's sex and 
apostleship. The handful of perspectives and their several 
supporting arguments can be found in various books and 
journals, but not without considerable effort. This article, 
by Dennis Preato, gathers such information together in one 
place and also brings it up-to-date. 

Our third article returns to an African context. 
Missionary Joshua Barron writes about relationships 
among the Maasai people of Kenya, including a section on 
Ephesians 5 as a biblical witness to gender relationships. 
Joshua makes a convincing case that, not only should 
the Maasai learn lessons from Christianity about gender 

relationships, but Maasai culture can be instructive for the 
global church as well. 

Finally, Phil Payne argues that 1 Corinthians 14:34-35 

originates, not from Paul himself, but from a marginal note 
made by an early reader. Scribes subsequently added this 
marginal note to the text, at two different places. Phil writes 
here in response to an article that Kirk MacGregor published 
in Priscilla Papers in the winter of 2018. Kirk describes the 
text in question as a quotation-refutation device, meaning 
that Paul quotes a statement, only to then refute it. Thus 
these two authors agree that Paul did not compose, for 
example, the statement, "it is disgraceful for a woman to 

speak in the church" (1 Cor 14:356 NIV). They disagree, 
however, on how something Paul did not compose came 
to be included in this letter to the Corinthian Christians. 
I reiterate here what I said in the editorial introduction to 
that issue, that a central purpose of academic journals is to 
foster scholarly discussion that moves us toward the truth of 
important and difficult matters. 

ro 

Our cover photo features Julia Evelina Smith and Abigail 
Hadassah Smith, sisters from Connecticut who fought 
for the abolition of slavery and for women's suffrage. The 

picture makes an appropriate cover photo because Julia was 
the first woman to translate the complete Bible into English, 
a monumental task she completed in 1855. 
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Lessons from Scripture for Maasai Christianity, 

Lessons from Maasai Culture for the Global Church 
JOSHUA ROBERT BARRON 

Meetae tonyorraki maibai - "there is no one-way friendship." 

- Maasai proverb' 

Faith in Christ can and should transform every area of human 
life. Not only are believers transformed through their relationship 
with Jesus, ultimately resulting in a transformed culture, but as 
the Christian faith is enculturated around the globe, Christianity 
itself is also enriched by new insights and deeper understandings. 

One area where transformation is needed is marriage 
relationships. In many African contexts, women are oppressed 
and frequently abused. Having spent a decade working with 
Maasai churches, I can attest that this is an important issue 
among the Maasai people of Kenya and Tanzania. There is clear 
evidence that Christianity empowers many African women. 
Not only do they "receive social, spiritual, psychological and 
material benefits" in churches, "but they also feel affirmed and 
their dignity [is] upheld."2 I am equally convinced that the gospel 
is transforming gender and marital relationships within Maasai 
culture and that Maasai Christianity can bring valuable insights 
to the practice and theology of marriage and relationships in 
global Christianity. 

In this article, I will first examine the Maa (the Maasai 
language) word pair olkitok and enkitok. Olkitok refers to a 
"master" whereas enkitok is the usual word for "woman." I 
will then discuss the problems in gender relationships which 
the Maasai experience. These problems are often rooted in 
sinful attitudes held by men and women against each other. 
Today among the Maasai, for example, women are not seen as 
"great" (the root meaning of -kitok) but as "only children." For 
this reason, the dignity Jesus offers women appeals to Maasai 
women. The Scriptures offer an uncompromising vision of 
gendered relationships, which is counter-culturally liberating 
for women. The gospel has been less appealing to Maasai men, 
leading one western scholar to refer to the Maasai churches as "a 
church ofWomen."3 

I will then explain that, while there are certainly areas where 
Maasai culture can benefit from Christian transformation, 
a recovery of traditional Maasai cultural values through a 
theologically robust process of inculturation can strengthen 
the Maasai churches as well. Maasai believers need a Maasai 
Christianity within which they "feel at home."4 In addition, 
Maasai cultural hermeneutics has much to offer the global 
church. "Cultural hermeneutics" refers to communities viewing 
the Scriptures through the lens of their own culture. It "enables 
women to view the Bible through African eyes and to distinguish 
and extract from it what is liberating:•s 

0/kitok and Enkitok: "Master and Woman" or "Master 
and Mistress"? 

The Maa language has no word pair precisely equivalent to man/ 
woman. Instead, there are numerous terms for people based on their 
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stage oflife.6 Each age set has distinct roles, and honor increases 
with age. One way this is demonstrated visually is by children 
(including young boys as well as all unmarried girls and young 
women) bowing their heads to receive a blessing from adult 
men. Similarly, uncircumcised boys are required to show this 
respect to married women.7 

The root of enkitok ("woman'') is -kitok, "great." Today, however, 
enkitok is sometimes used by men as a disparagement. Similar 
to many traditional African cultures, Maasai females are often 
told, "all in all, it is not good to be a woman:•s An adult woman is 
required to bow her head, as if a child, when greeting a man older 
than her husband's age set. A boy old enough to be circumcised, 
and therefore counted as a man, feels free to treat women of his 
mother's age with scorn.9 At least since the introduction of western 
education in Africa, there has been "a systematic, structural and 
cultural discrimination carried out consciously or unconsciously 
against the female sex:'10 Yet a Maasai man will greet a group of 
women by calling out "Nakituaak!" -literally, "O great ones!" 
This is usually translated as "O women!;' but I believe it hints at 
something deeper. 

Even today, a Maasai woman is the mistress-in the literal 
sense, the feminine form of "master" -of the house, no matter 
how she might be oppressed within Maasai society at large. 
Etymologically, the common Maa term for "woman'' means 
"mistress" or "great lady:' In actual practice, the masculine form 
olkitok means "master" or "boss" but is never used simply for "men:' 
Previously among the Maasai, "relationships between men and 
women varied by their age, kinship, clan, and age-set affiliations, 
but they were generally based on mutual respect (enkanyit) and 
relative autonomy:'" I have seen that, within marriages ofMaasai 
Christians, this mutual respect has often been restored. As the 
word of God is articulated in Maa, enkitok can again become an 
honorific. To quote from a March 2018 interview with a Maasai 
pastor named Ntinga Tome:12 

Christianity brings back the hidden meaning of enkitok. 
In how women are treated, you can see this. This is 
especially changing in the church, as men are beginning 
to change how they treat women with respect. This is 
happening not only in the church, but as the church 
is acting as salt and light this is also changing in the 
broader, not-yet-Christian Maa society. 

Ntinga says that this teaching on enkitok/ olkitok has pastoral and 
evangelistic implications for the Maasai Church. When Maasai 
men see how enjoyable marriage is-for both husbands and 
wives-when husbands love their wives, they embrace the change. 

Enkanyit: Mutual Respect in Maasai Relationships 
between the Sexes 

Enkanyit (honor, mutual respect, obedience) is one of the 
most important cultural values for the Maasai. Children 
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approach adult men and women respectfully. When greetings 
are exchanged, the child bows the head in submission to show 
proper respect. In turn, the adult reaches out his or her right 
hand and bestows a blessing by touching the top of the child's 
head. By demonstrating respect to elders, the child is in a 
position of reception for the blessing. 

A position of vulnerability is sometimes a prerequisite of 
reception of blessing. After circumcision, Maasai men and boys 
place themselves in an invulnerable position of social power 
and are thus unable to receive a blessing from those perceived 
as their social inferiors. After a girl has been circumcised, she 
is considered ready for marriage.13 Even so, for the rest of her 
life she will still be considered a child and will be expected to 
bow her head in respect to all men who are older than she is. 
Since husbands are always older than their wives in this culture, 
a married woman with many children must bow her head to her 
husband's friends. But her twelve-year-old son, once circumcised, 
will stand with his head high among his uncles, boasting in 
having attained a higher social status than his own mother. 

A cultural taboo forbids a woman to touch the head of a 
man. If a wife is seen touching her husband's head, a fairly 
serious transgression, she is likely to be fined one cow. The 
clear implication is that men cannot receive blessings from 
women. Given the importance of reciprocity in gift exchanges 
in the Maasai culture, this is even more tragic. From a Christian 
transformative viewpoint, it seems that the good and planted-by
God Maasai cultural value of respect has become tangled with 
sin-male hubris leading to an unholy patriarchal oppression 
and devaluing of females. This is one factor that degrades the 
relational quality of Maasai marriages, in which both husbands 
and wives frequently admit, "We do not love our spouses. We 
love our lovers:' But Anne Nasimiyu-Wasike reminds us: 

Jesus Christ came to heal a broken humanity. He empowered 
and enabled the downtrodden of society to realize their dignity 
and worth as persons. He continues to empower and enable the 
African woman today so that she passes from unauthentic to 
authentic human existence, and so that she discovers her true 
identity of being made in the image and likeness of God. 14 

One of the most poignant reminders of this empowerment 
in the Gospels is when Jesus allows himself to be anointed by a 
woman. Referring to this, Ogbu Kalu has noted that "the irony 
that it was a woman who anointed the head of a man is not lost 
on feminist theology.'15 Had she and Jesus been Maasai rather 
than Jewish, the authorities would have surely levied a fine of 
cows against her for that breach of etiquette. 

A Maasai myth teaches that men and women once each had 
separate herds of livestock. The women proved unable to care 
for their cows, sheep, and goats, because they were arguing and 
bickering. Thus their livestock wandered into the bush. These lost 
animals became the ancestors of wild animals such as antelope 
and wildebeest. Thus all of the remaining livestock belong to the 
men. 16 This myth "expresses a clear ideological position: Maasai 
men care for and therefore control the cattle, while women attend 
to their children and depend on men for their subsistence:'17 As 
a result, women have a "relatively weak position ... in Maasai 
society:'18 Even though Maasai culture has a reputation of valuing 
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egalitarianism, "the rigid straitjacket that confines all women to 
a life of bondage displays the supreme inequality:'19 According to 
traditional Maasai culture, "daughters" are expected to submit to 
a "passive role of silent assent:'20 "Daughters" here refers first to 
all unmarried females and also to women who are younger than 
the ruling elders of the community. Any complaint is considered 
an act of disobedience. While a woman is usually beaten only by 
her husband, any man in her husband's age set might beat her if 
she is thought to be disrespectful or even lazy. Maasai women 
are "in a subordinate role with no control over their individual 
destinies,"21 and there is "a strong sense of women's powerlessness 
in the face of the abuse of male authority.'22 

An older Maasai woman typically collaborates with the 
elders to maintain the "regime that subjects younger women 
in a way that she herself has had to endure .... this extends to 
female circumcision, an arranged marriage, wife-beating, and 
subservience to men at normal times (women's delegations and 
fertility dances are not 'normal'):'23 Male church leaders among 
the Maasai across denominations have recognized that female 
circumcision has costly effects for women-health problems 
such as incontinence, increased chance of death in childbirth 
(for both mother and child), decreased sexual pleasure for the 
women often accompanied by increased promiscuity. Often 
Maasai Christian fathers will not allow their daughters to be 
circumcised. But when they are married, their mother-in-law 
will see that the ritual mutilation is carried out forcibly. In the 
Community Christian Church, where I minister, the male leaders 
want an alternative initiation program for their girls. As another 
example of some women's desire to maintain the oppressive 
status quo, these leaders' greatest opponent has been one of the 
leaders of the Women's Ministry. 

Where there is balance in this system, the balancing 
mechanism itself is symptomatic of broken relationships. If a man 
has been guilty of some impropriety ( such as breaking one of the 
few sexual taboos), he is "subject to being beaten by an assembled 
mob of angry women:'24 and no man will dare to intervene. 
When women form a mob or group of some other kind (called 
a "delegation"), they are truly inkituaak, "great ones;' who lord it 
over the men. Paul Spencer notes that "as they mature, women 
have it within their grasp to humiliate any man who has infringed 
upon their domain:'25 It is no surprise, then, that women are 
seen by Maasai elders as "the source of disorder."26 Some of these 
delegations of women are a form of fertility "dance:' Woe to the 
man who is caught by such women and is unwilling to obey their 
demand that he attempt to impregnate them! 

Ephesians 5: Biblical Witness for Gender Relationships 

The biblical teaching is clear, or should be: "So God created 
humankind in his image, in the image of God he created them; 
male and female he created them (Gen 1:27 NRSV).27 Likewise 
Paul stresses that "there is no longer male and female ... in Christ 
Jesus" (Gal 3:28 NRSV). Men and women are equally made in 
God's image; in spite of occasional claims to the contrary, 28 they 
both bear God's image. 

Most English translations render Eph 5:22 as, "Wives, 
submit to your husbands" (where "submit" is in the imperative, 
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a command). This verse can be misunderstood and quite 
controversial, especially in light of misleading translations. In 
Eph 5:22 wives are not commanded to submit to their husbands. 
All believers are commanded to carefully examine how they live 
and not be unwise (v. 15), to understand the Lord's will (v. 17), to 
not get drunk with wine (v. 18a), and to be filled with the Spirit (v. 
18b ). Verses 19 and following are descriptive; they describe what a 
Spirit-filled life looks like. 

If we are Spirit-filled, we will be speaking to each other, singing 
and "psalming" in our collective heart, always giving thanks, and 
submitting to one another out of reverence for Christ. What 
does that submission look like? Well, wives will be submitting 
to their own husbands just as they would to the Lord. 29 But all of 
these verbs, participial in form, describe what happens when the 
command to be filled with the Spirit is kept. Wives are not given 
another command, "submit to your husbands:'30 

Ephesians 5:24 continues, "as the church submits to Christ, in 
the same way the wives to [their] husbands in everything:' But the 
verb here is in the indicative. The verb "submit'' nowhere occurs 
in the imperative in this passage. But the men are given an extra 
command: "love [imperative] your own wife" in the sacrificial 
way that Christ loved the church and care for her as well as you 
care for yourself. Of double significance is 5:33, where the extra 
command, given to men, for each one to love his wife, is repeated. 
So both men and women in the church are commanded to:31 

1. Examine how you live (v. 15). 
2. Do not be unwise (v. 17a), but 
3. perceive the will of the Lord (v. 17b ); 
4. and do not get drunk with wine (v. 18a) 
5. but be filled with the Spirit (v. 18b). 

Both men and women are told that the Spirit-filled life is 
characterized by submission to Christ. Married women are told 
that the Spirit-filled life is characterized by submission to their 
own husbands. But they are not commanded to submit. On the 
other hand, men are given an extra command. This command, 
for each man to love his wife, is given in the context of what it 
means to be filled with the Spirit. But Paul switches from using 
a participial form to using the imperative. This command, for 
each man to love his wife, is so important that Paul writes several 
verses to explain that he means love your wife "just as Christ also 
loved the church and gave himself for her:' In v. 28, Paul says that 
each husband is in fact obligated to love his wife. The structured 
summary below will help express the import of the key verses, 18b 
and 21-22: 

Husbands and wives, be filled with the Spirit, 
submitting to one another out of reverence for Christ: 

wives to your husbands as the church to Christ. 
Husbands: each of you love your wife as Christ loved 
the church. 

Many men become upset because they feel that their wives do 
not respect and honor them. 32 But in this passage we see that as a 
natural result each man who keeps this commandment to love his 
wife will find that now his wife is respecting him. Grammatically, 
at least, v. 33 tells each man to love (a command) his wife so that 
she might then respect him. In the context of being filled with the 
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Spirit, a wife will naturally submit to her husband who loves her as 
Christ loves the church. Even when a culture is infused with the 
concept of submission, the gospel turns abusive patriarchalism on 
its head.33 

While the gospel, including Paul's presentation of it here in Eph 
5, frequently turns cultural expectations upside down, it is clear 
that it does so in continuity with OT revelation. In Mal 2:14-15, for 
example, we are told that "no one who has even a small portion 
of the Spirit in hini" is unfaithful to his wife. 34 Mercy Amba 
Oduyoye notes that "whatever is keeping subordination of women 
alive in the church cannot be the Spirit of God:'35 Inasmuch as a 
failure to love one's wife as Christ loves the church is a failure of 
faithfulness, insofar as one oppresses his wife instead of serving 
her and building her up, to that degree he has shown that he does 
not have the Spirit of Christ. Abuse of women and girls, oppression 
and repression of people on the grounds of their female sex, is 
inherently unbiblical and anti-Christian. Francis Machingura of 
Zimbabwe correctly observes that, "as a way of buttressing men's 
patriarchal or chauvinistic views, the Bible is invoked to remind 
women about their place and role in society." For example, "texts 
like 1 Timothy 2:11-12 can be applied out of context and erroneously 
used to serve or support patriarchal agendas ... :'36 Thulani Ndlazi, 
a South African minister and theologian, agrees: "more often than 
not gender biased or gender discriminative biblical interpretation 
is more of eisegesis ... than exegesis:'37 

In spite of all-too-common misreadings of the Scriptures 
which support oppressive patriarchalisms, the Christian faith 
and the teaching of the Bible have "a liberating potential for a 
traditional society, especially in matters of family and personal 
relationship."38 

Footprints of Christ: Redemption of Maasai Traditional 
Marriage 

Marriages among traditional Maasai are far from a Christian ideal. 
It has been widely observed by the Maasai themselves that sex 
within marriage is often merely a matter of procreation whereas 
sexual intimacy and even love can be found in an extramarital 
affair. 39 Because this is contrary to God's design for both sex 
and marriage, it is no wonder that marriage is more a matter of 
required outward mutual respect (with inner rebellion) than of 
love. But within Maasai culture itself, there are also signposts for 
a better way forward. First I will glance at the problems, and then 
I will examine some of the possibilities. 

Polygamy 

Biblical teaching is clear that monogamy is God's plan for 
marriage, but it is equally clear that the biblical narratives 
nowhere outright condemn polygamy. Besides, proponents will 
inform you, God honored polygamists like Abraham, Jacob, and 
David. Nonetheless, many early missionaries in Africa lacked a 
pastoral touch and cultural sensitivity when dealing with this 
issue. Typically, women who had co-wives were barred from the 
Lord's Table. Men were forced to either remain unbaptized or to 
send away all of their wives ( quite possibly into a life of either 
destitution or prostitution) except one. This led to the depressing 
and distressing situations so ably narrated by Chinua Achebe in 
Things Fall Apart.40 
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When I was a seminary student, the school held an event for 
us all to meet a new professor, Kiptalai Elolia of Kenya. During 
the session, he asked us students what should be a missionary's 
response to a polygamous culture. Alluding to 1 Cor 7:26, I 
answered: "As a person is when he or she comes to Christ, they 
should remain in that state. A polygamist;' I explained, "should 
absolutely not be required to send any of his wives away. Let them 
all come, be immersed in baptism, and be allowed to partake of 
the Eucharist in their polygamous state. Let them be taught to 
live in holiness with their spouses, neither playing favorites, nor 
neglecting any wife, nor engaging in extramarital sexual activity. 
And let them further be instructed that God's best design for 
marriage is one man and one woman. This is not merely what 
best pleases God but also what is best for men and for women. 
Eventually, of course, positions of church leadership must be 
reserved for the monogamous:' After a thoughtful silence, 
Professor Elolia asked approvingly, "why were you not among the 
missionaries who first came to my country?" 

Even so, polygamy remains a tragedy. When we lived in the 
Maasai bush, two of my wife's friends came and wept on her 
shoulder when their Christian husbands were each deciding to 
take a second wife. In another case, a gifted evangelist left the 
church to take a second wife and then returned "in repentance," 
but with a second wife and now disbarred (by the local church, 
not by missionaries) from his office as evangelist. His second wife 
became his favorite. As a result, his first wife became impoverished 
with no money for school fees for her sons, while his second wife 
became relatively wealthy. Polygamy led, among other things, to 
a loss of economic security for the unfavored wife. 

Promiscuity 

Among the Maasai, polygamy has a multivalent character far 
broader than the formal bonds of marriage. Indeed, among 
the Maasai sexual promiscuity has been institutionalized. 
Prepubescent girls are encouraged (often by their mothers!) to 
engage in sexual activity with boys who have been circumcised. 
The goal is for the girls to be sexually practiced before marriage. As 
a result, girls often have favorite lovers before marriage. Because 
each set of partners "becomes one flesh," their souls are bound 
together in an ungodly osotua ( covenant relationship; I define the 
term more fully below). And when a girl marries, she marries not 
only her husband, but de facto she marries her husband's entire 
age set (with the exception of taboos such as incest). "When 
elders visit their age mates, the host is obliged to vacate his wife's 
hut for the night, in effect offering his wife-if she consents."41 

Consent, however, is perhaps more common than refusal. Thus, 
"sexuality among the Maasai is characterized by institutionalized 
adultery with the wives of age mates and discreet adultery 
between men and women in general:'42 Tragically, the term in 
the Maasai Bible that translates "adultery" is not considered sin 
or even bad. Instead, wives simply save their days of fertility for 
their husbands. 

The direct result of this is that husbands and wives have 
divided hearts. They are fragmented from having become "one 
flesh" with far too many partners. This creates a lack of marital 
unity and makes mutual respect a virtual impossibility. Yet every 
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Maasai with whom we have spoken is attracted to the ideal of 
experiencing both respect and love within an exclusive marriage. 
No Maasai I know is happy about the prospect of sharing his or 
her spouse sexually with someone else. 

Osotua: The Tie thot Binds 

Jesus teaches us that "every scribe who has been trained for the 
kingdom of heaven is like the master of a household who brings 
out ofhis treasure what is new and what is old" (Matt 13:52 NRSV). 
In the same way, each culture and language, once every thought 
is made captive to obey Christ (2 Cor 10:4), can bring treasures to 
the Christian faith. A culture may have nailed down a concept in 
a single word that would take a paragraph or a page to express in 
a different language. Osotua is one of these treasures. And with 
every Maasai couple with whom I have spoken, osotua must be 
present for a marriage to be healthy and enjoyable. 

On the surface, osotua might be translated as "peace'' or 
perhaps as "testament." The first, however, is inadequate and the 
second is misleading. Osotua is derived from a verb meaning, "to 
join or bind together:' The root meaning is "umbilical cord:' But 
the primary meaning is a deep relationship of shared shalom-like 
peace which is characterized by closeness, tied-together-ness, 
and unity. A common Maasai blessing is "Osotua of God!" It 
means, "May you be bound so closely together in a relationship 
with God that it is like that between a mother and infant when 
the cord is still attached!" Another way to put it is that osotua 
is that type of relational peace and well-being that can only be 
found within a covenantal relationship. Thus the Maa translation 
of the Bible is divided into two parts: Osotua Musana (The Old 
Covenant) Osotua Ng'ejuk (The New Covenant). 

A common Maasai proverb about table fellowship says, "It 
is the stomach which has osotua." Another translation is, "the 
stomach creates friendships."43 When we eat together, we have 
the opportunity to build osotua in our relationships. This is, of 
course, perfectly realized by Christians when we share together 
in the Lord's Supper. When we partake of loaf and cup, then we 
experience true osotua: that deep communion within a covenantal 
relationship characterized by holy peace and a closeness that is like 
that between a mother and an infant while the cord is still attached. 
This osotua is also a picture of the ideal that God has for every 
marriage relationship. 

Esiankiki Narikitoi: The Bride Who is Led Away 

Traditionally, there are two important parts of the Maasai 
wedding ceremony. The first is "the wrapping with a skirt." For 
a simple ceremony, sometimes this suffices (similar to a civil 
wedding before a magistrate). But for a proper wedding, there is 
also "the leading away of the bride to her husband's homestead:' 
It is important to note that it is considered a bad omen if the 
bride looks back at her parents' village as she is led away. Thus 
the bride is referred to as "the bride which is being led away."44 

Shifting contexts, the church, of course, is the bride of Christ. 
Remember also that Ruth told Boaz, "spread your cloak over 
your servant" (Ruth 3:9 NRSV). She was telling him to cover her 
with his protection, to marry her. In the same way, each of us who 
is immersed into Christ has been clothed with Christ as with a 
garment-we have been wrapped with the skirt ofrighteousness. 
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The ancient church outwardly symbolized this by clothing the 
newly baptized with a clean, white robe after they emerged from 
their watery burial. We are also being led away from our sin and 
rebellion and toward our new home. Like a Maasai wife married 
properly, we demonstrate our devotion and our pledge of fidelity 
by not looking back as we are led away.45 

Before the bride builds a new house to share with her husband, 
they will live with her mother-in-law for three months to a year so 
she can learn the culture of her new family. This time of transition 
is so important that, upon settling in her husband's homestead, 
the Maasai bride leaves behind the name of her childhood and 
her husband's family will choose a new name for her. 

This sounds strange, and maybe even troubling, to western 
ears. But as I am reflecting, I see that this cultural practice reflects 
a divine reality. We, too, shall receive a "new name'' (Rev 2:17). 

This will not represent an abrogation of our former name but 
rather a fulfillment of our true identity. As Jacob ("heel-grasping 
deceiver") became Israel ("wrestles-with-God-and-prevails") 
and Lo-Ruhamah ("not pitied, not loved") became Ruhamah 
("lovingly-accepted;' see Hos 1:6, 2:1), so in Christ we become 
who we were created to be. 

Olopolosu Esita: The Fence-Remover 

When the proper customs have been followed, animals and 
other gifts have been exchanged, the bride price has been paid 
by the husband, the bride has followed her groom to his village 
without looking back, and the couple has had at least one child, 
the marriage is formally consummated.46 But even this is not the 
most complete form of marriage. A woman can still flee back, 
or be sent back, to her parents' home and the bride-wealth can 
be returned, constituting a divorce. The next level of marriage, 
which few attempt, is "the passing of fence." After about fifteen 
years of marriage, a husband and his first wife might decide to 
commit to truly forge osotua together. There is a special ceremony 
to celebrate "this bond of love" called either "going through the 
fence" or "the tearing of the fence:'47 

This transition to a new level of marriage commitment has 
only ever been chosen by a few Maasai couples. The bondage 
of sin is great, and the allurements of promiscuity are many. 
Couples who pass the fence turn their backs on institutionalized 
promiscuity. Many husbands are interested in going through the 
fence, but their wives are reluctant. They know that after going 
through the fence there can be no looking back, and no return to 
their parents' home. 

This imagery calls to mind Eph 2:14, which states that Jesus 
"is our peace'' who "has broken down the dividing wall, that is, 
the hostility between us " (NRSV). There are two primary words 
in Maa for "fence." The general term refers to the large fence that 
surrounds the cattle corral or the entire homestead settlement 
or village. But here a more specific word is used, which refers 
to a thorn fence described by some Maasai as being "behind the 
house." The implication may be that the fence which separates 
the house (the domain of the wife) from the surrounding area 
(the domain of the husband) has been torn. As a result, the newly 
instated husband is "one who has agreed to live with his first 
wife, to live with her in complete harmony and unity, and she 
has agreed with him to do the same."48 Moreover, this is the only 
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Maasai cultural context in which sexual fidelity and purity make 
sense. Maasai Christians should renew this old ideal, which can 
be brought to perfection in Jesus, and thereby model Christian 
marriage for the global church. 

Osotua within Christian Marriage 

Osotua is always present in a healthy marriage. When marriages 
are struggling, or dying, osotua is either missing or tenuous. A 
close Maasai friend and I were discussing the cultural issues 
related to inter-gender relationships. He agreed that Maasai 
culture is good, but also that it is like a dirty Maasai garment. 
It can be kept, but it would be better if the thorns were plucked 
from it and the dust and manure were washed out. Traditional 
patriarchal oppression of females is like dust that needs washing 
out. But the respect, which is so important to the culture, can 
be kept. Indeed, it may be a point of redemptive analogy. 49 Of 
course, the mutuality of respect must be restored in Christ. In 
particular, Maasai spouses often struggle to craft a relationship 
that moves beyond shared economic concerns and the begetting 
of children. But we have seen transformation within some Maasai 
marriages. Where this has been the case, we have observed (at 
least) two things: 

1. There is a deep, and perhaps a revivalist, devotion to 
Christ, as opposed to a nominal or superficial Christianity; 

2. Husbands are willing to face public ridicule in order to 
show love by assisting their wives-perhaps with the 
cooking or childcare, or taking a wheelbarrow or bicycle 
to fetch water-in ways keeping with Paul's instructions in 
Eph 5:26-30. 

ole Sakat's Testimony 

A good friend of mine is ole Sakat. A believer, he is a man of deep 
Christian character who treats his wife as kitok (great, important) 
and not as a child. Moreover, he is known to help his wife carry 
water (strictly women's work in the culture). He is mocked 
incessantly for his weakness, but I see strengtli. I have spent time 
in their home-they share a deep and joyous osotua that makes 
their Christian marriage enviable. 

ole Yenko's Testimony 

Another good friend of mine is ole Yenko. One day when he and 
his bride-both committed Christians-were still newlyweds, 
they were talking and laughing together in their hut. An older 
man was passing by. He was baffled by their laughter! He knew 
that this couple did not yet have children. Lovers might laugh 
together, and parents might laugh with their children, but a 
husband and wife? Unheard of! He entered the house to see what 
was going on. He learned that they were full of joy because they 
were Christians. Because of their faith in Jesus, they were able to 
be not only spouses but also true lovers and friends. That elder 
soon sought an explanation of the gospel and now is a believer 
and a member of the Community Christian Church in his 
village-together with his two wives. 

Conclusions 

There are many "examples of women whose lives were transformed 
not by uncovering the social construction of gender roles, but by 
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knowing Jesus Christ:'5° Furthermore, those transformed women 
have in turn measurably impacted both laws and customs related 
to gender equity and women's lives. We affirm that: 

Christ conferred equal dignity and personhood on women in 
a culture and time when they were not considered worthy of such 
treatment. In response, women recognized Christ's treatment 
of them as genuine liberty, to be individuals in relationship 
with God, though the church has struggled with a Christlike 
application of his example.51 

Among the Maasai, "Mutual respect ... was central to defining 
and monitoring appropriate behaviors between and among men 
and women of different ages, and it still serves, with love ... as 

the guiding principle for Maasai social protocols and ideals:'52 

But while it is the guideline in theory, practice falls far short 
of the ideal. Too often, respect is not mutual. But when Christ 
enters a culture, all things are made new. For Maasai Christians, 
respect can flow out of love and love can flow out of respect, all 
in and through Christ Jesus, leading to a deep shared osotua 
among believers. This especially can be realized within Maasai 
marriages, as the ideals of the bride (who is led away from her 
old culture without looking back) and the husband ( who has torn 
away the fence of separation so that he and his wife may dwell 
together in perfect osotua) find their fulfillment in Christ. 

In order for this deep and effective transformative 
inculturation to take place, Christ must rule in the 
minds of his people; which means extending his 
dominion over those corporate structures of thought 
that constitute a culture. The very act of doing so must 
sharpen the identity of those who share a culture. The 
faith of Christ is infinitely translatable, it creates "a place 
to feel at home:' But it must not make a place where we 
are so much at home that no one also can live there. 
Here we have no abiding city. In Christ all poor sinners 
meet, and in finding themselves reconciled with him, 

are reconciled to each other. 53 

"This; as Paul reminds us, "is a great mystery" (Eph 5:32 NRSV). 
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